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in patients of normal weight
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Longitudinal changes in the prevalence of non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease stratified by the PNPLA3 genotype
among normal weight Japanese subjects. Credit: Dr.
Kentaro Oniki

A gene mutation has been found to contribute to
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), a form of
liver disease closely linked to obesity, in normal
weight subjects. Carriers of the PNPLA3 mutant
genotype were found to be at a greater risk for
NAFLD and other health problems compared to
non-carriers even when the carrier was not obese.
This influence of weight status on the interaction
between the mutant gene and NAFLD was clarified
by researchers at Kumamoto University and the
Japanese Red Cross Kumamoto Hospital in Japan.

Two types of studies were performed on subjects
from a health screening program of the Red Cross
Kumamoto Hospital, a cross-sectional study of 740
subjects and a retrospective longitudinal study of
393 subjects who had five years of available
medical records. Those with habitual alcohol intake
and/or with positive hepatitis B and C tests were

excluded from analysis regarding the risk for
NAFLD. The associations between the genotype
and the risk of NAFLD or a decline in renal function
were analyzed among overweight (BMI ? 25 kg/m2)
or normal weight (BMI 

Dr. Kentaro Oniki's group provided preliminary
findings that even normal-weight carriers of the
mutant genotype (about 20% of all Japanese
people) are at a higher risk for NAFLD and renal
function dysfunction when compared to those
without the gene. This suggests that the mutation
may be used for early classification of individuals at
high-risk for NAFLD and decreased renal function
no matter their weight.

"We hope that clarifying the risk factors for NAFLD
among normal-weight subjects will help to identify
susceptible populations for the early prevention and
treatment of NAFLD and its complications," says
Dr. Oniki. "Especially in Asians." 
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